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The BMW Mindset

L

a st mo nth i talk ed about livin g th e l arg e life st y le o f b i g ,
fat rides: the slow and heavy mindset of bikes like Harley-Davidson and cars like Cadillac.
The opposite side of the world from our own BMW mentality.

So what is the BMW mindset? I’ve formed a
few opinions in the last 30 years of partaking
of the Teutonic Kool Aid. The following is
based on my own experience, almost entirely
with K bikes, so you’re mileage may vary.
However, I think the Bavarian way of thinking

a learning experience distinct to German
motorcycles. Increasing skill is rewarded with
an increasingly pleasureable riding experience.
Lack of skill is quickly demonstrated by
whacking shifts, wobbly corners and jerky
acceleration. And, if you remember, canceling
the turn signal when you were trying to honk
the horn in an emergency.
Ideally the ride is quick and fluid. Not fast in
a hooligan way or smooth in a knee dragging

is fairly consistent across the line.
The overriding goal of our German
machines, it seems to me, is the experience
of interacting and with the machine. Shifting,
steering, smooth acceleration, even (until
recently) the operation of the controls was
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Way back when the club
were regulars on the track
I had my day in the sun.
(That’s past president David
Hudson hot on my tail on
his R1200S.) Not nearly as
exciting as Jim Johnson’s
career. Go to the next page
to find out about his exploits.

fashion, but a calm nose-up gentlemanly speed that gently but firmly asserts superiority over
all other vehicles on the road. The engine does not race like a nervous oriental bike, but rather
throbs with a gutteral authority like the Italians, but with less emotion. And not at all like a big, fat
American twin. When you punch it it doesn’t scream but growls angrily, like it’s going to teach
everybody else on the road a lesson.
To achieve the skill level required to properly pilot a BMW, a lot of practice is required. A lot of
practice. Like riding all the time. The obsessively finicky care the motorcycle asks bleeds over into
the general riding obsession that puts us out in all weather at all times of the year, either to enjoy or
endure whatever the season is gifting or punishing us with. I remember, back East, riding with my
face shield caked with snow and my boots filled with freezing water, and being grateful that I could
be out riding in such extreme conditions. That I could survive riding in such extreme conditions.
We do Big Dog rides (see the Calendar!), Iron Butt rides, take RT’s and GS’s out on the track,
and plan mid-winter riding trips. We take pictures of our bikes laying on their sides out in the
middle of nowhere on roads they were never designed for. We accumulate vast motorcycle
specific wardrobes to accommodate every different weather event we may encounter, and load
our rides with electronic and mechanical geegaws to make sure we can return from whatever
distanct crazy destination may cross our minds as we prepare for the day’s (or the week’s, or
the month’s, or the year’s) ride. We spend ungodly amounts of money on European motorcycle
vacations or rides to Tierra del Fuego. It’s to experience the world and nature and all that, sure,
but it’s also to hone our skills in mastering all the aspects of the machines that take us there.

The BMW philosophy of motorcycling is to have just the right amount of wind in the face, but
definitely to have wind in the face. They spent many hours testing their bikes in wind tunnels
to make sure the air hits your face shield in just the right spot – assuming you have a body type
matching a typical German. The riding position is straight up or just a bit of a forward lean, no
wrist-breaking forward leans here. Knees are bent but not squashed, and pillions are as generous
as any Harley or Honda touring machine. BMW’s a designed for two-up.
But the BMW lifestyle is also all about the BMW lifestyle. Everything BMW works with all else
BMW, and anything else is discouraged. I was unhappy that my Dainese leathers used proprietary
zippers, and relieved that my BMW gear used regular attachments. Except, on my BMW jacket,
the zipper was mounted backwards: it would only work with BMW pants. Just like BMW luggage,
electric gear, and accessories. All plug and play, and not designed to play well with anything
aftermarket. Remember the remarkable Canbus system, when it was introduced? A simple and
robust solution, except that for a long time no other electronic anything would work with them,
unless designed and approved by the meisters at BMW. Granted, BMW gear is all top drawer,
but it is also top priced. And to play BMW properly everything should have a roundel logo on it.
So a good BMW rider will be BMW head to toe, and everything on their sparkling motorcycle
will say BMW. And it will be ridden in the proper fashion, or else. Of course, all of this goes out
the window with bikes like the S1000, which does something few other BMW’s deign to do:
compete in the marketplace.
David Wilson, editor
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BMW Racing in the

‘70’s

by Jim Johnson

1971 I saw the movie On Any Sunday while I was a student in Denver. When left I saw three

1974 The year BMW introduced the R90S, a Super Bike! I had to have one! I met Greg Frazier,

other nearly identical /5 BMWs parked next to mine. Back in those days if you put low bars and
bar-end mirrors on your BMW you were a café racer, and there weren’t many of us. I turned to
see Belstaff waxed cotton jackets entering the theater. So I sat with them for my second showing.
Afterwards we chased each other through the mountains west of Boulder. From them I found out
about motorcycle road racing at Woody Creek Canyon Raceway outside Aspen.

who had been racing successfully on the east coast on an R75/5 sponsored by Stan’s cycles
of Doylestown, Pennsylvania. Stan was an old school flat tracker from the 50’s, and one of the
oldest BMW dealers in the country. Through Stan I got a used R90S.

1975 The AMA initiated the Amateur National Road Racing Championship Program. During the

1972 I entered my first race at Woody Creek. Rules were simple: tape glass, safety wire drain

plugs, remove mirrors and get the Scrutineer to declare your bike “track worthy.” Required gear
was a helmet, leather jacket, gloves and boots.
A typical Open Production starting grid had R75 BMWs (mine and maybe two others), Yamaha
RD350s, Honda 750 fours, Kawasaki 500 triples, Norton 750s, Triumph twins and maybe a 750
triple, Laverda and Ducati 750s. Such diversity!
Woody Creek was a rider’s track, 1.1 miles, a short and an even shorter straight and two
decreasing radius curves with no run-off before the boulders. We had big fun.
After a Saturday practice session at the end of the 1972 season a guy with grey hair approached
some of us young Euro bike riders. “Who’s on the blue BMW?” he demanded. All eyes went to
me. “You need to slow down, you’re trying too hard to be fast. Work on getting smooth instead.”
Without waiting for my response he walked away. Embarrassed, I asked who the old guy is. One
of my friends laughed, “He’s one of the top riders in Colorado!” A lifelong lesson for me there.

1975 season, on tracks throughout the country, riders could qualify for the Amateur Championship
at the 1976 Daytona Speed Weeks. The first Qualifier close to Albuquerque was at the old Phoenix
International track in early spring.
I had never had any dealings with the AMA before and this was an education! I was competing
in the 551cc to Open Production class. The AMA rules stated a bike in Production class was
allowed to change shocks and springs, foot pegs, handlebars and tires only. During practice I
noticed one BMW in particular that passed me in the long straight like I was dragging an anchor!
A Texas BMW rider and I sought out this bike in the pits and found a full-on heavily modified race
bike, braced swing arm, frame and forks, modified heads, short cylinders etc. My Texan friend
and I approached an AMA official to point out this blatant cheating in the Production class. He
smiled at us, pointed at a BMW about twenty yards away and said “if I can tell from here that’s a
BMW then it’s a production bike”.
This track had a nice long straight where I could hold about 7000 rpm in top gear, maybe
(Continued on page 4)
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Me: Bill have you ever

(Continued from page 4)
120-125 mph. Towards the end of the straight was a mild dogleg with a bump, then heavy braking for a second gear hairpin.
My bike would take the bump if I rolled off slightly, didn’t
power over it and said a prayer. The Japanese bike riders
would straighten up, drop down a gear and take the bump bolt
upright, sometimes with a frightening wiggle. The well ridden
Italian bikes would lean into the dog-leg, full throttle, front
wheel catching air before they straightened up for the hairpin! I
thought, “I could almost put up with a Ducati to feel that!”
I finished eighth out of 25 riders in the Open class, not enough
to qualify for Daytona.
After Phoenix I asked Butler & Smith in L.A., the West Coast
distributors of BMW motorcycles, for some kind of help with my bike.
In effect they patted me on the head and said “Go home to New Mexico
kid, we’ve got important things to do here.”
At Greg Frazier’s insistence I called Stan Meyers in Pennsylvania. I asked Stan
what I could do to make my bike more competitive. He suggested I learn to ride. Very
funny, and probably true. He told me he would make a call. I thanked him and hung up not
knowing what to expect.
A few weeks later I received a box from Butler & Smith in New Jersey. Inside I found a camshaft,
lightweight “unobtainium” cam followers, S&W double valve springs, fork springs and, most
valuable of all, a two page letter from Udo Gietl. Udo gave me the info on how to build a more
competitive open production racer that would handle, not break and run reliably to 8500 rpm.
Plus some hints on how to ride it. What a gift!
That summer there was an AMA Amateur Qualifier at Aspen. I fought the last half of the race
with a Kawasaki 750 triple. Our two bikes were very different. My BMW would pull hard out of
the turns but the 750 would blast by down the straight leaving a mist of oil smoke in its wake. I
would then pass the wobbling Kawasaki through the curves only to lose in the straight again. The
small crowd loved it, I took second and qualified for Daytona.
The end of the racing season in Colorado meant time for the Aspen 6 hour endurance race. I
loved the 6 hours: few rules, run what ya’ brung and forty bikes at once on a 1.1 mile track!
I needed a co-rider. I didn’t know anyone I would trust with my bike, or any road racer who
thought a 480 pound touring bike had a chance to do well at Aspen. A friend introduced me to
Bill Snyder, a Denver flat tracker who did not own a bike. He was a hired dirt track gun that would
race your bike and (this was important to me) finish the race without crashing. Me: “Bill have you
ever road raced?” Bill: “No but it looks like fun!”
During practice I could consistently turn 1 min 12 sec. laps. After ten laps Bill was at 1:13. OK,
this might work. We would run one hour shifts, Bill first. After ninety minutes when Bill came in to
fuel, by my count we were in fourth! I went out and it started to rain. I was not good at this! My lap
times dropped three to five seconds. When Bill took over at three hours we were down to about
seventh. Bill went out again and ran steady 1:12’s in the rain. That’s a rider! There were a number
of faster bikes on the track that day, but we didn’t run off the track, had no mechanical issues and
only stopped to fuel three times. We finished fifth, first production bike and first bike over 500cc.

1976 Daytona Speed Week. I was a starving BMW car

mechanic with a six week old baby and no way to get to
Daytona. A nineteen year old apprentice mechanic in our shop
was keen to go to Daytona with me and serve as our pit crew.
While discussing the insurmountable logistical problems of
getting all of us and the R90S to Florida with no funds and no
reliable tow vehicle, it came to us. Thor, the young mechanic,
was being pressured by his parents to spend time with his
twelve year old brother, Lars. Perhaps, during Spring Break, Thor
and Lars could go to Disney World for some brotherly bonding.
Perfect! However Thor’s beater MGB would not be safe for Lars to
go that distance. Well, Mom suggested Thor drive the family’s new
Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Wagon (with included trailer hitch). Mom
would pay for fuel, of course! Lars learned a lot about life on that trip,
and to my knowledge never ratted us out to his parents. And we spent
two days at Disney World!
First order of business at Daytona was getting through AMA Tech. What a
nightmare! It was as though the AMA set out to make the process as difficult and
time consuming as possible. After hours of frustration I finally had my sticker and starting grid
position.
I had heard from a couple of old time AMA racers that a rite of passage at Daytona was to get
your plugs read by the Champion Spark Plug Expert. You didn’t just pull a plug to show him, you
did a full throttle power chop on the track at the end of a practice session and coast into the pits to
get an accurate reading. Don’t bother bringing him another brand of plug, rookie, Champion only.
I dutifully performed the proper ritual, and humbly presented myself at the Champion building.
Waiting to see this old man was an education. Every kind of race bike was represented in line
before me, from 125cc two strokes to 900cc Super Bikes. He would look, with a kind of jeweler’s
glass, at your plug while you told him what engine you had. He then gave you his recommendations
for jetting, ignition timing and type of Champion plug you should be running. He gave me his
approval (thanks Udo), handed me a set of new Champions and a couple of stickers, and called
the next racer.
During practice I counted three other R90S’s in my race: a woman from the northeast, my
friend from Texas and the Butler & Smith West rule bender on a surprisingly production looking
bike. I was gridded towards the rear of the forty bike field. My goal for the race was to finish
ahead of the other BMW’s and to not do anything stupid.
Success! I avoided crashing and finished eighth, ahead of the other BMW’s. In the 75 mile
Superbike race the Butler & Smith East bikes finished first, second and forth. This team, with Udo
Gietl in charge, went on to win the Superbike championship in ‘76, ‘77 and ‘78.
The rest of the 1976 season was the best racing ever for me. No crashes, no mechanical
failures and the bike ran like a train. I ran Open Production, Open Modified (must be a street
bike with original engine cases) and Open GP (anything goes). I consistently finished top three in
Production, Top ten in Modified and top five in GP. At the end of the season I was points winner
in Open Production and Open GP.
(Continued on page 5)

ROAD RACED?
Bill: No but it looks

LIKE FUN!
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(Continued from page 4)
The Aspen 6 Hour was on the WERA
national endurance circuit. This brought
teams from all over the country looking to
cherry pick points from the local riders. A
couple of magazines had teams there too. I
was pitted next to a team from Atlanta running
a modified R90S. They had been doing well
back east and I could tell they expected to
continue their success.
Near the end of practice on Saturday the
Atlanta team asked about my co-rider, who had
yet to show up. I told them Bill was a dirt racer
whose only road experience was at last year’s
6 hour. As I was talking to them Bill arrived
in a Mellow Yellow cab from Aspen. Dressed
in a bright blue leisure suit with his girlfriend
on his arm, he was quite a sight! The cabbie
opened the trunk and helped Bill change into
his flat track gear. The Atlanta crew didn’t
hide what they thought of my teammate. But
the expressions on their faces changed when
Bill started turning 1:11 lap times.
Since we didn’t have to keep the bike in
production trim, I fitted a pair of Dunstall
exhaust pipes. I also fitted a final drive from
an R50/5 which kept the rpm up throughout
the track. With stock mufflers, slower riders
were often unaware there was a bike about to
pass. No such issues with the Dunstalls. The
noise that thing made at 7000 rpm moved
lapped riders out of the way smartly.
We used the same rotation as the previous
year and we 1:10-1:11 laps throughout the race.
We took fourth overall against some national
level endurance teams. Again we were the
first bike over 500cc and the first production
bike to finish. That was the best racing ever!
I retired the R90S next year. Our second
kid was on the way and it was hard to justify
the time and money to keep it going.
I still have the bike. Sometimes I take it out
to a track day just to hear it and feel it pull at
8000 rpm.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY!

As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

from Loch Page
We’ll start at 11:30 am at Trombino’s Bistro.
The event is a buffet meal and is free for paid
members, with a cash bar. You can join the
club or renew your membership at the event.
The cost for non-member adults are $20 and
children are $10, payable at the door.
Please RSVP with the number of people
attending to VicePresident@LOEBMWR.org.
Trombino’s is located at:
5415 Academy Rd. NE
Albuquerque, 87109
Hope to see everyone there!The menu will
be similar to last year’s delicious event. Don’t
miss the last big club shindig of the year!
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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SANDIA BMW COFFEE

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news on when and where.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2

SATURDAY, JANUARY 6
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They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3

MONDAY, JANUARY 1

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news on when and where.

THE BIG DOG RIDE RETURNS!

The legendary event makes its triumphant
comeback. This may replace January’s
(Continued on page 6)

NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
December 2017
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COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

(Continued from page 5)

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20

NATIONAL EVENTS

Traveling Breakfast, so be sure to check the
Message Board for up-to-the-minute news.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

FRIDAY-TUESDAY, MARCH 2-6, 2018

SUNDAY, JANUARY 7

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news.

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

AUSTRALIAN I-BMW RALLY

SUNDAY, JANUARY 21

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news on when and where.

Currently all details including detailed maps
showing the daily routes, lodging, etc... can
be found at I-BMW.com
Basically starting in the town of Tumut,
NSW, Australia on the Thursday 1st March
afternoon/night. Why those dates? Victoria
Labor Day Weekend is the following weekend
and is a bike and hotrod show in Bright, and
the World Superbikes is scheduled for the
previous weekend. This should give us the
same riding as last year which was clear roads
with the minimum of “fuzz/Leos” about.

December 2017
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Starting and finishing the rally in Tumut may
present an opportunity to unload some gear
for a few days for some long distance riders,
and will also work for anyone that wants to
“trailer” their bike to the rally. The weather …
could be cold mornings and warm afternoons
like our previous rallies, could be 36 degrees
every day like the 2016 Rally. More importantly
we hope it doesn’t rain.
Motorcycle rentals are available out of
Sydney and Melbourne with quite a few
BMW’s on the menu. Costs are about $200300+ a day plus insurance, deposit etc. Be
a part of (hopefully) a new tradition … and
watch out for the ‘roos.
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
Rod Getting
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Loch Page
VicePresident@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Loch Page
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
Communications@LOEBMWR.org
ACTIVITIES CZAR
Jon Helm
Activities@LOEBMWR.org

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

RALLY CHAIR
Rick Larson
Rally@LOEBMWR.org
TREASURER
Jan S.
Treasurer@LOEBMWR.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. Dues are payable
on January 1. Nonpaying members will be
rendered inactive on March 1st. For more
information or to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

SECRETARY
Amy Ballard
Secretary@LOEBMWR.org
NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@LOEBMWR.org

www.loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@LOEBMWR.org

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

or contact membership@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Sandy Ballard
Member1@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
Member2@LOEBMWR.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

PAST PRESIDENT
David Hudson
Past President@LOEBMWR.org

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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LOE B MW R N E WS

A letter from the grateful recipient of
this year’s 50/50 at Sipapu. Way to
go guys!

GREETINGS CHALLENGE RIDERS!

by Sandy Ballard
The LOE BMW R / Sandia BMW 2017
Riding Challenge: Museums of New Mexico,
is over! Eight Riders completed visits to all 50
museums and will receive a prize at the annual
Christmas Party at Trombino’s on December
9. Four additional Riders completed visits
to at least 30 museums and qualified for a
coveted Riding Challenge T-shirt designed by
our very own David Wilson and provided by
Sandia BMW.
The eight winners are:
John Desko
Greg Camp
Jon Helm
Amy Ballard
Sandy Ballard
Don Cameron
Bill Olsson
Jack Dannenberg
and the four T-shirt winners are:
Doug Guinn (36)
Dick Cochran (31)
James Lightfoot (30)
Gary Cade (30)

E

C

G
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ng
Rides
Weird
Pces

In all, 19 Riders participated and
collectively made 566 rider-museum visits.
Way to go team!
It has been a pleasure organizing the Riding
Challenge and I look forward to performing
the same role again next year. The 2018
Riding Challenge will be unveiled at the
Christmas Party, and you will have from then
until Sunday, November 4, 2018 to complete
the rides.

THANKS FOR THE DOOR PRIZE!

from Jim Lightfoot
BeeBee’s new Sargent seat courtesy of a
Sipapu door prize.
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by Arthur Coldwells, full story at https://
ultimatemotorcycling.com/2017/10/24/2018honda-gold-wing-first-look-18-fast-facts/
The 2018 Honda Gold Wing is finally here,
and we’ve assembled the essential facts you
need to know about Honda’s new flagship
touring motorcycle.
There are two main flavors of the 2018
Honda Gold Wing. The Gold Wing Tour is the
flagship model, with a trunk that integrates
a passenger backrest and armrests. The
standard Gold Wing is a replacement for the
F6B bagger; it jettisons the trunk (though one
can be purchased separately and installed, if
later desired), has a shorter windshield, and
no electronic suspension adjustments, along
with a few other missing features.
The motor is still a flat-six and now
displaces 1833cc. Efficiency is the name of
the game. The new Gold Wing motor now
has four valves per cylinder instead of two,
and a Unicam top end—the camshaft acts
directly on the intake valves, and via rocker
arms on the exhaust valves.
DCT comes to the Gold Wing, but as an
option. The DCT transmission is a sevenspeed unit, while the standard manual
transmission is bumped up to a hugely

and more stability. Honda clams a 30 percent
reduction of shock to the rider from the road,
as well as a 40 percent reduction in front end
inertial mass, for easier handlebar movement.
Bearings are used to keep the suspension
action supple, and a Showa shock is employed.
You can choose from three versions of the
Gold Wing Tour. There’s the standard DCT,
and an upgrade gets you an airbag. The sixspeed manual version does not allow for an
airbag. The Gold Wing Tour DCT Airbag is
only available in Candy Ardent Red/Black.
The other two Tour models come in your
choice of Candy Ardent Red, Pearl White, or
Pearl Hawkseye Blue.

RI
DING

THE NEW GOLD WING

improved six-speed design.
The motor has four modes
that interact with other
functions on the Gold Wing.
Yes, full electronics have come
to the Honda Gold Wing family,
including
traction
control
and, on the Gold Wing Tour
only, electronically adjusted
suspension. As before, ABS and
linked braking are standard.
Tour mode is the default
mode. Sport mode is for making
time. Econ mode saves you money. Rain
mode is for low-traction situations.
The front suspension is now a doublewishbone design. With the shorter motor,
Honda moved it forward in the chassis to get
more weight on the front end for better feel
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